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The poems of Edna St. Vincent Millay (1892–1950) have been long admired for the lyric beauty
that is especially characteristic of her early works. "Renascence," the first of her poems to bring
her public acclaim, was written when she was nineteen. Now one of the best-known American
poems, it is a fervent and moving account of spiritual rebirth.In 1917, "Renascence" was
incorporated into her first volume of poetry, which is reprinted here, complete and unabridged,
from the original edition. The 23 works in this first volume are fired with the romantic and
independent spirit of youth that Edna St. Vincent Millay came to personify. In addition to
"Renascence," this volume includes 16 other early lyric poems — "Interim," "Sorrow," "Ashes of
Life," "Three Songs of Shattering," "The Dream," "When the Year Grows Old," and others,
including six sonnets, to which Millay brought great distinction throughout her career.

About the AuthorEdna St. Vincent Millay found her voice in a national poetry contest at the age
of 20. In 1912, she won a prize for Renascence, just the first of many poems to win critical
acclaim. The most famous poet of the Jazz Age, her passionate lyrics center on themes of
spiritual awakening, love and personal freedom. In 1923, she was awarded the Pulitzer Prize for
her fourth volume of poems, The Harp Weaver.
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Writing Down the Bones: Freeing the Writer Within



Harry C. Copeland, “Compelling Poetry. I was looking for a copy of the classic poem
Renascence and ended up with this attractive version. The format is pleasing, and the type is
easy to read. This book has more insightful poems as well. Millay needs more exposure as the
major poet she is.”

Gary Sprandel, “Written when she was 19 on a mountain top. First written in 1912 when she was
just 19, Renascence is a remarkable poem and must reading one that moves from suffering to a
refreshing rain. The poem apparently written on summit of Mt Battle in Maine. For me however,
Interim, was the most touching reflection of grief “There is your book, just as you laid it down, /
Face to the table, -- I cannot believe/ That you are gone! .. How easily could God, if He so
willed, / Set back the world a little turn or two!/ Correct its grids, and Bringing its joy again!””

Lady Jayne, “Five Stars. Great book. I have always loved this poem.”

Aubrey, “Awesome book!. I absolutely love all of Edna St. Vincent Millay's poems. They are so
deep and thoughtful and they will speak to your heart!”

Jane's daughter, “Five Stars. Edna rocks.”

T. P. Russell, “a must read to fill out your knowledge of american poets in last century. the more i
read her work i am impressed with the talent of esv millay, i also notice a taste of dickinson lying
among the twigs of her works, i esp like the sonnets she is in several volumes but not in many
collections other than one by aiken and another by untermeyer , so buy it and enjoy some lyric
masterpieces ( esp the sonnets)”

M. J. Smith, “First poetry book of Edna St. Vincent Millay. From high school American Literature I
remember four writers that impressed myself and my friends: Edith Wharton, O. Henry, Edgar
Lee Masters and Edna St. Vincent Millay. Therefore, I reread Renascence as part of a reading
stroll down memory lane - and found again the elegence that impressed us many years
ago.Many of these poems deal with grief and death including suicide. But beginning with the
near-mystical Renascence there is a confidence in something more. Her skill is best shown in
the sonnets, a form she used extensively as it is a near perfect fit for her sensibilities.She is very
much a traditional in form and rhyme with much of her imagery being garden and flower.
However, there are few times that the syntax becomes awkward or forced in order for her
thoughts to fit the form.  In short, this is a poetry book worth reading.”

The book by Edna St. Vincent Millay has a rating of 5 out of 4.3. 25 people have provided
feedback.
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